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“Presently, radical queers are just brief visions of the future in 
your peripheral vision, the embodiment of every closeted desire 
in your nightmares. The Machine has embedded Order so deeply 
in every consciousness and we are the organic chaos that will 
dismantle the machine, we are what your subconscious has been 
taught to fear above all things. We won’t be submitting to the 
terms of dictators or playing by the rules of oppressors any lon-
ger. We’re no longer content lingering in the side lines and soon 
we will be in your direct line of vision, f illing your mind with 
color, music, and dance. When you least expect it there will be 
no escape.”- Bash Back communique #678-999-8212
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Editorial Collective Statement

So, here’s the second issue of Pink and Black Attack. We’re really excited about this issue, and 
we hope you all are as well. We’re pleased to see that anarchist queer activity is continuing and 
growing, with spectacular actions occurring across the country and new groups and networks 
forming constantly. 

We’ve received a lot of feedback from around the country on the fif irst issue of the zine, and it was 
overwhelmingly positive. There’s more content in this zine, ranging from action reports to analysis to 
poetry and recipes. 

There’s also a lot coming up this spring and summer, with Bash Back! hosting a radical queer 
convergence in late May (more info at bashbacknews.wordpress.com). The summer is also pride 
season, and we hope that the emergence of so many radical queer groups translates into actions 
around the assimilationist nature of these events. 

Also, the third issue of Pink and Black Attack will be coming out in August, which means a submission 
deadline of July 15th. E-mail submissions to pinkandblackattack@riseup.net

We appreciate feedback and letters, which can be sent to the e-mail address above. Finally, if this is 
the ffiirst issue of Pink and Black Attack that you’ve seen, check out issue #1 online at: 
http://zinelibrary.info/pink-and-black-attack-1

In solidarity-

Pink and Black Attack Collective

Points of Unity:
• We are queer anarchists. We oppose the state and capitalism in all their forms.

We are anti-assimilationist. We refuse to beg the state for equality.• 
We actively oppose heterosexism, transphobia, ableism, patriarchy, classism, and white supremacy. • 
We believe in collective liberation for all people.
We believe in revolutionary solidarity with everyone in the struggle against the state and against • 
the domination of capitalism. We especially support our comrades who face legal trouble because 
of their struggles.
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Boston Bashes Back 
Against Exodus

At 9AM on Tuesday April 28th, somewhere between 50-70 people came to the icon-
ic Park Street Church across from Boston Common to attend an Exodus Minis-
tries training. At 9AM on Tuesday April 28th, somewhere between 50-70 people 
came to the iconic Park Street Church across from Boston Common to attend 
an Exodus Ministries training. Attendees watched a video wherein ‘former homo-
sexuals’ and ‘former lesbians’ spoke of the power of god to heal ’sexual broken-
ness’ and restore heterosexual desires to the most fallen of souls. During the 
‘male homosexuality’ portion of the training, ‘former homosexual’ Jeff Buch-
anan shared his experience of having turned from his homosexual past, as well 
as the causes of male homosexuality, which include resentment of male au-
thority and lack of bonding with fathers. This had been going on for quite some 
time when Jason Lydon, pastor of the Community Church of Boston, whom the 
event organizers had foolishly invited, stood up and informed the attendees of 
their culpability in the suicides of two eleven year old boys in April 2009, both 
prompted by anti-gay bullying. As security moved to stop him from distribut-
ing ‘JESUS WAS GAY’ flyers, he continued, ‘If Jesus Christ walked into this church 
today, he would overturn your tables because you have turned his house into 
a den of thieves!’ As he was removed from the building, attendees’ ears rang 
with the echo of, ‘GOD LOVES QUEEEERS!’ Attendees were very shaken indeed, with 
one calling for a prayer to refocus the event, which continued. After Buchan-
an, Melanie Spinks, a ‘former lesbian,’ took the lectern to address the essence of 
womanhood, the causes of ‘female homosexuality,’ and which profiles of women 
tend to struggle with same-sex attraction. Event-goers had just been informed 
that lesbians can be attractive when an attractive young woman stood, de-
clared her rejection of Exodus Ministries and her affection for another young 
woman two tables away. The two ran to each other in an affectionate, snogu-
lar embrace, held hands and skipped out the door before security could reach 
them. Ever mischievous, the two ran around back outside the giant window 
of the conference room, bringing them into the Granary Burying Ground, final 
resting place of such patriarchs as Paul Revere, Samuel Adams and John Han-
cock, visiting place of hordes of schoolchildren. What better setting to engage 
in gratuitous homoerotic canoodling? 

It is not known to the authors what transpired in the conference room after 
this, as, to the best of their knowledge, all radical queers had excised them-
selves from the training at this point in the program. 

So what is Exodus Ministries? According to their website, ‘Exodus is a nonprofit, 
interdenominational Christian organization promoting the message of Free-
dom from homosexuality through the power of Jesus Christ.’ Yes, they’re 
awful, but perhaps not quite in the way an outsider 
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might envision. Exodus ≠ Fred Phelps; these folks are incredibly polite and sweet, 
diverse and intergenerational, and they are convinced that they love all us 
rug munchers and peter puffers. In fact, they are ‘former homosexuals’ them-
selves. They reject a surprising number of harmful notions, though, as might 
be expected, they have their own set of harmful notions with which to replace 
them. They teach that attraction is involuntary and ‘homosexuality meets 
legitimate emotional needs.’ Naturally, however, they believe that same-sex 
pairings are ‘illegitimate’ and ‘wrong’ ways to meet these legitimate needs, and 
teach that all people can and should engage in none but the most godly, het-
eromonogamarital sexual relationships. It is not surprising that Exodus and 
other ex-gay ministries frequently drive their quarries into suicide, a phenom-
enon well enough known that it made its way onto South Park. 

As the conference disrupters sat on the Common and reflected on what had 
transpired inside, they marveled how vitally crucial a monomaniacal insis-
tence on gender binarism was to Exodus’ concerns; while the two are not mutu-
ally exclusive, gender conformity nevertheless seemed to be elevated above 
sexual conformity on their list of priorities. Exodus’ discussion of the causes of 
homosexual behavior involved parental influences and the centrality of male 
authority. Melanie Spinks explained that fathers should always approach 
their daughters; for a girl to approach a man and to take initiative is a mas-
culine trait and she might grow up with an appetite for box lunch. Jeff Buchan-
an nauseated the radical queers when he insisted that the role of a father is 
to impart masculinity to male children and to affirm femininity in female chil-
dren. He recommended that fathers take their daughters on dates, tell them 
they’re beautiful, that they’re princesses. It was a strange, alternate universe 
wherein fundamentalist Christians proclaim radical feminist assertions, here 
eerily echoing Twisty of I Blame the Patriarchy who once wrote, ‘Masculinity is 
what [men] do to keep women feminized. Femininity is what women do to keep from 
being pathologized, criminalized, ostracized, jailed, raped, and butchered.’ 

‘If gender roles are so natural,’ queried a disrupter, ‘why do they need to work 
so hard to make sure people fit into them?’ 

Exodus’ hatred of women was on abundant display throughout the session. In 
proclaiming his own heterosexual success, Jeff Buchanan drew attention to 
‘his’ wife staffing the check-in table and, speaking in the imperative, demanded, 
‘Wave, honey!’ While male-perpetuated abuse featured prominently in their dis-
cussions as causes or galvanizing influences of homosexuality, they presented 
absolutely no analysis, systemic or otherwise, on why men feel entitled to the 
bodies of children or women. Melanie Spinks proclaimed gender essentializing 
stereotypes as fact, averring that ‘relationship is essential to femaleness,’ 
further insisting that this is a ‘gift, not a weakness.’ On the value of women, 
Spinks asserted, ‘There is not a woman on earth who can give you a sense of 
identity, purpose and security.’ 

Between the sections on male and female homosexuality, national speakers 
stepped down and allowed local queer-hatin orgs to speak. One such, the Mas-
sachusetts Family Institute, had their white cotton panties in a twist over a 
bill pending in the Massachusetts state legislature, An Act Relative to Gender-
Based Discrimination and Hate Crimes. This bill aims to include gender identity 
and expression in Massachusetts’ non-discrimination statute and amend exist-
ing hate crime laws to include trans and gender variant folks. Inexplicably, 
our fundy friends and media have termed it ‘The Bathroom Bill,’ shrieking that, 
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if this bill passes, men will be able to go into women’s bathrooms and rape the 
shit out of everyone inside. We hate to break it to them, but, as chromosome 
checks are not in place outside public facilities, there is currently nothing 
stopping men from doing this as things now stand. Meanwhile, as much as these 
radical queers support whatever it takes to end discrimination against trans 
and gender non-conforming people, we cannot support hate crimes legislation. 
To quote the Sylvia Rivera Law Project, ‘Rather than serving as protection for 
oppressed people, the hate crimes portion of this law may expose our communi-
ties to more danger—from prejudiced institutions far more powerful and perva-
sive than individual bigots.’ Read the whole thing. 

The disrupters sat waiting on the Common until, right at noon, protesters 
showed up from Join the Impact, a pro-marriage LGBT rights group. Choosing a 
spot on the Common far from Park Street Church, Join the Impact brought signs 
and chants, delivered through a bullhorn. The three radical queers ran over 
to join the energetic crowd and tell them of their deeds. Would the disrupters 
like to speak over the bullhorn? And how! The three took turns attempting to 
impart a liberationist, pro-feminist, pro-trans message and to encourage the 
crowd to move closer to the church where they could be heard by Exodus at-
tendees. The leadership’s response was that they had a permit and that the 
lady trying to talk about trans issues ought to give the bullhorn back. As the 
protest wore on, the disrupters were disheartened to observe that only cis men 
were asked/permitted by the leadership to speak over the bullhorn and that 
they kept to androcentric messages generally. Considering the violent misog-
yny of Exodus, whom the protest was called to counter, more attention needs 
to be given to the alarming ways in which gay/queer organizing can replicate 
the very unsavory power dynamics against which we are struggling. None of us 
will be free until we are all free. 

This story has a happy ending, however! After a while, disregarding their lead-
ership, the protesters were enticed by the idea of abandoning their permitted 
spot and marching over toward Park Street Church where Exodus could hear 
that they were not welcome in Boston. After a minute or so in front of the 
church, the crowd was amenable to marching around back into the Granary 
Burying Ground. There, on the final resting place of Crispus Attucks and Mother 
Goose, Exodus attendees were forced to hear high-octane, righteous queer rage 
against their poisonous message. With chants resounding, with sirens wailing, 
with queer faces peering down at them and cameras snapping at them, a much-
shaken Exodus audience sought window coverings. We’ve got news for you, Exo-
dus: we don’t go away when you close your eyes. 

Bashing Back in Boston 
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As Audre Lorde once said, "There is no such thing as a single-issue struggle because we 
do not live single-issue lives." Where does a black lesbian womyn fit in the gay marriage 
campaign? An FTM trans immigrant from Latin America? A genderqueer working-class 
sex-worker from the rural Midwest? 
 Assimilation into state-sanctioned heteronormative and patriarchal institutions 

such as marriage and the military is not an option - why would we want "equality" in a 
state that denies those equalities to other citizens based on race, class, gender (identity), 
nationality, religious affiliation, etc...? Marriage rights aren't the problem - marriage, and 
any form of institutional oppression, is! Mainstream gay activism is based on an outdated 
notion of change which is polite and gradual, a change which holds the door for the 
power-holders who will proceed to walk all over it, a change which actually reinforces 
the existing power structures it pretends to oppose. As a radical queer, I see myself as 
part of a larger struggle for equality, but not the state's liberal definition of equality which 
hinges on white supremacist notions of individual rights and self-determination. No, I 
work for radical equality through collective liberation from all oppression. Where was 
the HRC in July 2007 when Victoria Aurellano, the inmate of an ICE detention center and 
an  immigrant transwoman, died of AIDS, shackled to her bed after being denied medical 
treatment? Was it a gay rights issue? An immigrant rights issue? Or was it an issue of a 
legal system which reinforces white supremacy and patriarchy at all costs? In our public 
struggle, dividing our bodies, choices and lives into neat categories of LGBT makes it that 
much easier for capitalism to slowly accommodate some by extending privileges, while 
continuing to invent new ways to marginalize others, all the while marketing to every 
new compartmentalized niche identity. The time has come to realize how queer liberation 
is, always has been, and must continue to be bound with the liberation of all oppressed 
peoples everywhere. No matter if you are a white lesbian or a Filipino MTF transperson, 
an injury to one is an injury to all, and to effectively achieve victory, we must constantly 
remind our aggressors of this, our promise of solidarity. 
 There was a time when queers didn't ask for change, they made it happen. A time 
of militant, organized queer resistance to state power, when truly fierce trannies, dykes, 
fags, drag queens, and all other gender traitors battled cops in the streets instead of asking 
nicely. A time of White Night Riots, Stonewall, Sylvia Rivera, and the Street Transvestite 
Action Revolutionaries. I believe that time is due for a comeback. We are beginning to 
look beyond the superficial, the figureheads, and peer at the privilege that keeps them in 
place. Even still, we can see that the dummy power-holders are not the ultimate problem, 
rather it is the coercive power bestowed upon them which perpetuates the systems of 
structural oppression, and it is this power we must seize and abolish. 

[A terrific example of this is the insistence of neoliberalism to "disorder"ize everything 
that doesn't fit with the mainstream culture - nary 50 years ago, homosexuals had a 
"disorder"; while they, trans individuals are considered to have "gender identity disor-
der," and the persistent research into a "gay gene" ominously forebodes eugenics in the 
form of designer babies.] 

No matter if you are a white lesbian or a Filipino MTF 
transperson, an injury to one is an injury to all, and to 
effectively achieve victory, we must constantly remind 
our aggressors of this, our promise of solidarity.
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Defenders of “traditional” marriage (one man/one woman state sanctioned 
unions) often attack gay marriage as evil because, in their eyes, gay marriage will 
destroy the “traditional” family structure that the United States is based on, thus 
leading to the moral and social collapse of the nation. This argument has been 
rightly judged by many to be homophobic in addition to absolutely absurd. Allow-
ing gay marriage will certainly not lead to the collapse of the United States. It will 
not destroy the current order. 

And that’s the problem.

So much mainstream queer activism focuses on the issue of gay marriage, or in 
contemporary liberal buzzwords, marriage equality. This, along with a couple other 
issues (notably military service), dominate the mainstream queer/LGBT move-
ment’s “struggle”. I’m not in favor of measures such as Proposition 8. They are 
undeniably expressions of a homophobic social structure. They are rooted in hate.

But you won’t find me casting my vote for gay marriage.

You see, I’m a queer anarchist. I’m also an anti-assimilationist. I’m not interested 
in equal rights, I’m interested in total liberation. I’m not willing to beg the state to 
recognize me, and I’m certainly not willing to beg the hetero world to make me just 
like them. I don’t consider marriage to be a goal, I see it as a problem. 

On Marriage

The reactionaries do make a valid point when they say that the “traditional” family 
is an important part of the United States social structure. What is the family, then?

A “traditional” family consists of a man, a woman, and possibly some number of 
children. This unit is then accorded special rights and privileges under the law to 
facilitate its development and expansion. The state promotes this specific ar-
rangement for two main reasons: as a general means of social control, and more 
specifically as a means of reproducing capitalist social relations.

Marriage as Social Control

As a state-privileged and enforced institution, marriage inherently expands the 
reach of state domination over individuals. However, beyond this simple fact, mar-
riage functions as an instrument of social control in many ways.

First, it attempts to enforce monogamy. I believe that sexual relationships between 
individuals should be controlled only by those individuals. Marriage, because 
it refuses to acknowledge polyamorous relationships, seeks to control sexual 
expression by only legally protecting one sort of sexual expression: heterosexual 
monogamy. And while it is certainly not illegal to have multiple partners, the con-
cept of marriage and the monogamist implications of it play a large role in creating 
a social stigma around people who choose to have multiple partners.

Second, marriage and the notion of a nuclear family is conducive to social frag 11



mentation. The family is seen as the primary expression of social interaction, with neighbors and community 
members and co-workers being viewed as less important. This creates a hierarchy of social relationships. 
While the relationship between partners is often quite different than the relationship between neighbors and 
members of the community, or even friends who are not sexual partners, they are just different. The privileging 
of marriage and the social pressure to find someone to marry elevates this specific relationship above other 
social interactions.

Additionally, marriage functions as a pillar of patriarchy. While it may be true that wives are no longer consid-
ered property, legal equality does not mean liberation. Indeed, the patriarchal roots of marriage are rooted in 
a conception of property, with a man being the owner of his family. A gendered division of labor has also been 
created and enforced by marriage, leading to the undervaluing of what is traditionally considered women’s 
work: cleaning, cooking, raising children. This is in opposition to the status of the man as provider. While the 
gendered aspect of this hierarchy is less relevant in same-sex marriage, such marriages would by no means 
be immune to its effects.

Marriage as Capitalist Reproduction

Reactionaries also argue that gay marriage is illegitimate because same-sex couples cannot reproduce. 
While this argument is absurd, it offers an interesting insight into the idea of marriage by framing marriage as 
essentially a relationship of production. One innate aspect of capitalism is that it reduces organic social rela-
tionships to relationships based on economics, based on the creation and exchange of goods and resources. 
Naturally, this tendency has affected marrige. This is seen not only in the benefits of marriage, but indeed also 
in the social function that marriage and by extension families serve within a captialist social system. 

Many, though not all, of the privileges given to those who marry are economic in nature. These benefits include 
tax benefits, insurance and inheritance benefits, and retirement benefits. Thus, the state creates  an incentive 
to enter into marriage. However, it seems unlikely that what amounts to a state subsidy for marriage would be 
offered for no reason. Indeed, marriage functions as a system of social control. But it also functions as a tool of 
reproduction for capitalism. 

Capitalism depends on labor to create value, and the source of this labor is the individual. By privileging mar-
riage and the family, capital is essentially purchasing the production of its most valuable raw material: work-
ers. The privileges accorded to the family, combined with the mandated state control of children (school) and 
the emphasis on the family from the reactionaries and the religious leaders, amount to a system for the con-
tinual reproduction of a workforce whose social conditioning has prepared them for a life of work. Marriage, 
school, and religion combine to create and train human capital. Thus, all three are heavily state supported or 
controlled. 

One innate aspect of capitalism is that it reduces 
organic social relationships to relationships 
based on economics, based on the creation and 
exchange of goods and resources. 
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LIST OF WORKSHOPS FOR 
THE RADICAL QUEER 
CONVERGENCE
We here at Pink and Black Attack are publishing 
the list of workshops for the Radical Queer 
Convergence which is taking place in Chicago from 
May 28th-May 31st. For more information on the 
convergence, go to 
bashbacknews.wordpress.com

Reviving Our Archives: Putting 
Memory Into Action 
Presented by: The Naughty North 
This participatory workshop will focus on dia-
logs around queer/trans historiography and 
provide basic information about important/
inspiring moments in radical queer history 
in the U.S. and Canada. We hope to impart 
knowledge and skills that encourage partici-
pants to continue digging up and celebrating 
our radical queer/trans histories that will 
inform our present moment and take us to 
astounding new levels of queer brilliance/
activism. Celebrating our radical histories 
and putting our memories in action is a fierce 
creative tool to combat erasure, disappear-
ance, oppression, gaystream assimilation and 
death. Out of the closets and into the librar-
ies! 

Public Sex

A discussion of the revolutionary potential of public sex as 
a means of resistance (and a biopolitical strike) against the 
ruling social order. How does keeping sex “behind closed 
doors” reinforce capitalism and heteronormativity? What 
mechanisms act to control our public selves? How do we 
destroy those mechanisms and reclaim the public as a 
queer and sexual space? We’ll explore historical and con-
temporary examples of public sex/sexual counterpublics. 
We’ll theorize the possibility of reterritorializing our desires 
through the claiming and queering of space through pub-
lic sex, ultimately destroying the capitalist divide between 
public and private.

White Gay Male Privilege 
Presented by GenderJUST

Takin’ it back: Gentrification & Squatting 
Presented by: South Florida United Queers and Trans (SoFUQT) 
In South Florida, people’ve been battling gentrification ever since the dunes turned to real estate. From 
power point presentations to direct action construction blockades to directed vandalism campaigns to full-
scale land & housing takeovers, the struggle’s been HOT down here in Florida. We have worked in all types 
of neighborhoods, from upscale-wannabe downtown Lake Worth to the nitty gritty center of Liberty City, 
Miami. Our latest efforts have been working with black-led organizations Power U and Take Back The Land, 
backbone of the 6 month Umoja Village shantytown, to move families into abandoned public housing and 
vacant foreclosures. We’ll talk about what gentrification means in this foreclosure economy and ways to 
reclaim housing as a human right.
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Join together so that you can move: strategies 
for building community power through differ-
ence 

The main focus of the workshop will be to both deepen 
our understanding of the histories of the various oppres-
sions we all face and how they intersect and develop 
concrete strategies for resistance in our communities. 
At the beginning of the first session, we’ll establish 
functional definitions for the systems we will be talking 
about (heterosexism, racism, sexism, ableism, transpho-
bia, imperialism, classism) so that we can have a com-
mon understanding of what we are talking about as we 
move forward. I usually like to ask people to trust the 
process and see it through even if they feel defensive 
or confused along the way and to use those feelings as 
an opportunity for introspection. It is imperative we set 
boundaries for what happens in the space; we are here 
to look at some ugly things (some of them inside us). If 
we are to make progress, we must acknowledge those 
things and work through them. We will all agree to the 
following: be on time, getting called out for oppressive 
behavior is an act of love and an opportunity for growth, 
what happens in the room stays here, we will actively 
listen to each other and pause before we respond. We’ll 
then discuss the histories of some of these systems, how 
they have come together to create the situation we have 
now and how oppressive systems keep us apart. Next, 
we move into small groups (everyone will be instructed 
to find a few people they have never met before) to 
discuss ways that we have collaborated in either our own 
oppression or the oppression of others. What were you 
thinking at the time? How did you feel after? What could 
have been done differently? We will then report back 
about what we learned from one another. On the second 
day, we’ll talk in small groups about what we have done 
as part of our activist work to undermine some or all of 
these systems in our communities. What worked? What 
didn’t work? Who was part of the planning and why? 
What do our activist communities look like? After we 
have discussed these questions, we will rejoin as a larger 
group and briefly report back what we learned from one 
another. The third and final day will be devoted to strate-
gies about future work in our communities. What does 
“liberation” mean? For whom, and on what terms? How 
will we build community across complex lines of differ-
ence? How do we envision the movement changing over 
time? We will all come up with a list of actions/strategies 
to use when we return to our communities. 

Performing Queer 

Through a short presentation on how radical 
queer performance is developing around the 
country and internationally, followed by dis-
cussion on performance theory’s intersections 
with radical queers and other nerdy theory 
bits like post-structuralism and anarchism, we 
will explore how radical queer performance 
goes outside established binaries of sex and 
gender to explore New sex and New gender, 
off the spectrum. Possibly a short workshop 
at end to improv a quick performance piece to 
share with others. 

BDSM Panel Discussion

Redefining BDSM for a radical context

This panel discussion will explore the use of 
BDSM as a form of play to subvert imposed so-
cial roles and develop radical sexual practice. 
Whether solely in the bedroom or adapted 
to one’s full lifestyle — radical BDSM offers a 
playful approach to power and the opportu-
nity for the challenging of patriarchy and other 
coercive, hierarchical relationships. 
What does BDSM have to offer to those of us 
who desire to attack and undermine patriarchy 
and heteronormativity? How can BDSM break 
down and transformation of gender roles and 
sexual orientations? In looking at the devel-
opment of affinity between dominants and 
submissives and the treatment of consent in 
such relationships, we seek to develop BDSM 
as a subversive art form striking against sexual 
repression and social order. 

Needles, cuttings, and blood play 

Come attend this interactive workshop on the 
basic safety of needles, cutting and other types 
of blood sports. Learn what types of tools, 
techniques, and scenes you can do to incorpo-
rate these types of play in your repertoire. Also 
engage in energy exchange practices. 
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The ExGay Movement: An Evil Right 
Wing Plot and How to Survive 

The exgay movement has been attempting 
to poison the minds and identities of queers 
and their allies since the 70s. Even today this 
movement is behind oppressive legislation and 
education measures and ideas. This is a work-
shop giving a brief history of the exgay move-
ment, my own personal story, ways it is being 
combated today and what individuals and 
groups can do against it. 

FREAKS! GEEKS! AND DANCING GIRLS! History of Sex in the Sideshow
 
An overview of how Sideshows of the early 20th century sexualized deformity and created a new kind of fetish. 
You will learn about sexy freaks, the start of gynological exams and the roots of Burlesque. 

Basic Bike Repair 

Basic parts of the bicycle
Identifying the 5 most likely things to go wrong with 
your bicycle.
How to fix a flat
How to tighten brakes
Where to go to learn more/get help fixing things your-
self

You Improvise To Survive: Sexual “Safety” For Queers Inside And Outside Of
Prisons

Presented by: The Prisoner Correspondence Project 
This workshop will feature statements from gay, queer and trans prisoners across the US and Canada on what 
sexual “safety” means when condom access is restricted and when queer sex is criminal. The workshop will 
draw specifically on the development of a resource series called Fucking Without Fear that has been underway 
with the Prisoner Correspondence Project for the past six months, as well an anthology of writings by our pen-
pals on the inside on how they negotiate risk, safety, and survival against a prison landscape. 
The workshop seeks to forge dialogue about how anti-prison struggles, and queer anti-prison struggles in 
particular, can work more closely with HIV/AIDS prevention work and the histories of queer AIDS and prison 
organizing that precede us. We hope to use this as a point of departure to start dialogue about how we can 
support one another, and each others’ struggles for control over our own sexual lives, as trans folks and gays 
and queers across prison walls. 
The Prisoner Correspondence Project is a collectively-run gay, trans and queer prisoner support initiative based 
out of Montréal, Québec. We coordinate a pen pal program for gay, lesbian, transsexual, transgender, gender 
variant, two-spirit, intersex, bisexual and queer inmates in Canada and the United States, linking these inmates 
with people a part of these same communities outside of prison. Through the development of resources for 
our incarcerated pen pals, coordination of a resource library about trans and queer survival inside prisons, col-
laborative writing projects, workshops, and programming, we aim to confront the ongoing targeting, policing, 
and criminalization of trans and queer communities, inside and outside of prisons.

Aids, Intellectual Property and Activism

Part 1: Screening of film Patent Fever [32 mins].
Part 2: Facilitated discussion on issues raised by the film and activist struggles around intellectual property 
and access to essential medicines. I don’t consider myself an “expert”, especially on such a huge topic, but am 
more interested in generating discussion and hearing participant’s own experiences. I know very little about 
activism in North America (apart from ACT UP!) and less than I would like about digital media responses to 
intellectual property, so this will be a learning experience I hope for me too 
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The Politics of Passing 

First, the workshop: What is “passing?” When is it 
important or safer? What are some ways that some-
one can be better at it? Tips and demonstrations for 
passing better will be offered, i.e. binding, packing, 
voice, surgery, etc.. 
Then the Discussion: Who does passing effect and 
how? In what ways does it combat oppression? In 
anyway does it reinforce it? 

Criminal Queers

Criminal Queers visualizes a radical trans/
queer struggle against the prison indus-
trial complex and toward a world without 
walls. Remembering that prison breaks are 
both a theoretical and material practice of 
freedom, this film imagines what spaces 
might be opened up if crowbars, wigs, and 
metal files become tools for transformation. 
Follow Yoshi, Joy, Susan and Lucy as they 
fiercely read everything from the Human 
Rights Campaign and hate crimes legisla-
tion to the non-profitization of social move-
ments. Criminal Queers grows our collective 
liberation by working to abolish the multiple 
ways our hearts, genders, and desires are 
confined. www.criminalqueersfilm.net 

Confronting Sexual Assault In Our Communities 

Presented by: Denver on Fire 
Join in developing community-based models for confront-
ing sexual assault that you can take home and implement 
in your community. Focusing on how our communities are 
hurt both by sexual violence and the prison system, we’ll 
provide some models and tools for prison-abolitionist 
community accountability, and also create space for dialog 
about what you’re doing in your unique communities. Den-
ver On Fire’s work is based on the idea of strengthening 
survivor-centered models for safety, health, and account-
ability within our group houses, collectives, campuses, 
communities -so that no one feels alone, overloaded, or 
the need to call the police. 

Blocs 101/Movement Within a 
Crowd 

We have noticed over the years manifold 
mistakes in the conduct and preparation 
of bloc participants. This workshop is de-
signed to refresh individuals on basic bloc 
protocol, and eliminate poor decisions 
that accompany their manifestations. 
Topics covered will range from decision-
making models, to simple attire adjust-
ments. 
The second half of the workshop will 
take on a more active character. It will 
start with practicing dearresting skills and 
games that participants can take back to 
their AGs, followed by exercises designed 
to get folks more comfortable moving 
within a group. 

Your Money is No Good Here: building and nurturing 
Queer economies 

As the market-driven, capitalist economy collapses upon itself, 
local, sustainable, and alternative economies have increased po-
tential. Queers in this moment have an opportunity to reach new 
participants and deepen their impact within their communities. 
Jeff Hnilicka, founder of Brooklyn-based FEAST (Funding Emerging 
Arts with Sustainable Tactics), will lead a discussion looking at suc-
cessful strategies: InCUBATE (Chicago), GiftCycle (Providence, RI), 
FEAST (NYC). Additionally, participants will collaborate on develop-
ing tactics to implement in their own communities. 

IED’s (Insurrectionary Erotic Devices)
“Cum Harder comrade, the old world is behind you”

With -Heather Trash and Glitter 
WHOSE SEX!, OUR SEX!, WHOSE TOYS!, OUR TOYS! Join our presenter as she shows the ropes on rope bond-
age. Fills the molds, for filling dildos. Binds the pieces for, bike tube handcuffs. whips up, some fancy floggers. 
Most importantly though, she teaches you how to punish her for all these puns. *wink* *wink* 18



Born In Flames 
Film Screening. 

Raspberry Reich 
Film Screening. 

QUIT Workshop 

Presented by: Queers Under-
mining Israeli Terrorism (QUIT) 

Tool Time! 
Season 6 Episode 66 “Tools for 
Insurrection”

With -Tim “The ToolBoi” Taylor and Al 
Boirland 
Synopsis- On Today’s episode Tim 
and Al prepare for a multiple actions 
happening during The Cumming Insur-
rection. Be prepared as you will have 
hands on experience to learn how to 
make Lock Boxes, Sleeping Dragons, 
Smoke Bombs, Glitter Bombs, 3 persyn 
Sling Shots, Paint Bombs, and other 
fun toys har har har har har…. We will 
also talk about how to occupy build-
ings from Schools to Houses to Yachts 
abandoned by yuppies har har har har 
har…. WHAT TIME IS IT!! Fuck Shit Up 
TIME!

DIY Vasectomy 101 
Presented by: Snip Das 

Why Resist the Olympics? 

Presented by: Olympic Resistance Network (ORN) 
Why do our cities and communities bend over backwards to 
host these international sporting events? Is it to support and 
marvel in amateur sport? Is it to be put on the world map as an 
Olympic host city? Who is impacted most? Who benefits most? 
Far from being simply about ‘sport’, the history of the Olympics 
is one rooted in displacement, corporate greed, fascism, repres-
sion, and violence. Only the political and corporate elite – from 
real estate developers to security corporations – have anything 
to gain from the Olympics industry. The effects of the upcoming 
Winter Games have already manifested themselves- with the 
expansion of sport tourism and resource extraction on indige-
nous lands; increasing homelessness and gentrification of poor 
neighbourhoods; increasing privatization of public services; 
union busting through imposed contracts and exploitative con-
ditions especially for migrant labour; the fortification of the na-
tional security apparatus; ballooning public spending and public 
debt; and unprecedented destruction of the environment.

The Olympics Resistance Network is primarily based in Vancou-
ver, Coast
Salish Territories Canada and exists as a space to coordinate 
anti-2010 Olympics efforts. In doing so, we act in solidarity 
with other communities across ‘BC’ - particularly indigenous 
communities who have been defending their land against the 
onslaught of the Olympics since the bid itself. Our organizing is 
largely being done under the banner of “No Olympics on Stolen 
Native Land”, while creating an opportunity for all anti-capi-
talist, indigenous, anti poverty, labour, migrant justice, envi-
ronmental justice, anti war, and anti colonial activists to come 
together to confront this two-week circus and the oppression it 
represents.

Radical Consent Models

We know we don’t want to go with 
mainstream ideas of sexuality. We know 
we don’t want to make alt sex accept-
able by fitting ourselves into a normative 
box. What’s the best way to convince 
the mainstream that we need a seri-
ous revolution? Is it better to frame this 
in a “marketing” way or in a “protest” 
way? Which tools are serving the radical 
sex movement well, which tools aren’t 
working, and which tools would mean 
selling out? Can we do alt sex activism 
under false names, or is that dishon-
est and offensive? How much common 
ground do different alt sex communities 
have with each other, and how can we 
work together?

Forging Radical Trans Identity 

Roundtable discussion on how to forge your own radical identity. What does a radical (trans)gender identity 
look like? Where does the journey begin? How do you communicate with others about your identity? What 
words do you use to talk about your own gender identity? 19



Drug Addiction and Support in the Com-
munity 

We are interested in coming together to share 
stories and strategies on how to talk about addic-
tion and how to be an ally to addicts in our radical 
queer communities. We are interested in discuss-
ing harm reduction, quitting options, as well as 
ways to be supportive of an addict. We may break 
into groups, self identified addicts and self identi-
fied support persons, to discuss different process-
es and regroup to share thoughts and experiences.

Queer Counter-Recruitment 

Presented by: Bash Back! Denver 
With Obama preparing to undo the military’s “Don’t 
Ask, Don’t Tell” policy, the military is preparing pro-
grams and materials recruiting queer youth. These pro-
grams will exploit the isolation and oppression felt by 
many queer youth and recruiters will lie to queers (and 
everyone else) about the benefits of military service 
while hiding the truth of imperialism. By engaging in 
queer counter-recruitment, we strengthen our com-
munities and simultaneously undermine US imperial-
ism.

Queer Alchemy 

The radical hirstory and spiritual legacy of LGBTQ people in a hands-on interactive format that looks at the way 
queer people have manifested in mythology and spiritual roles the world over and what it means today in the 
Western world. Tracing queer spiritual lineage from the earliest tribal shamanic traditions through the ancient 
gods of polytheistic civilization to today’s movements bent on reclamation of spiritual purpose and heritage by 
LGBTQ people (American Indian Two-Spiritedness, Neo-Pagan sects and traditions, Shamanic roles).

Fatphobia 

Presented by: Radical Homo-
sexual Agenda (RHA) 
Topics that could be covered 
are the radical reclaiming of 
one’s body in the feminism of 
the 1970’s (Fat is a Feminist 
Issue); the pros and cons of 
eroticizing the larger body; 
“chub and chaser” gay male 
subculture; “gainer and feed-
er” subculture and its atten-
dant health issues; the eco-
nomics of the fat body; and 
how to use a big-fat-sissy-body 
to its best advantage in street 
activism. 

Direct Action: Sustainability or Death

Co-Presenters are Eric Stanley: Gay Shame SF, Critical Resistance, Free the 
NJ4
and
Yasmin Nair: [Khuli Zuban, Queer to the Left], Chicago LGBTQ Immigrants Alli-
ance, Gender JUST
The presenters will discuss their organizing experiences with various groups 
in Chicago and California. We will offer some examples of what has worked 
and not worked for us, in terms of organizing around direct action, popular 
education, and the articulation of a radical queer politics. The goal of this 
workshop is to continue conversations around how to work toward an orga-
nizing structure that lives the politics it represents. Our collective work has 
tried to build into our organizational structures, to various degrees of success 
and failure, a self-reflexive politic that attempts to undo the alienation much 
“activist culture” produces (specifically in terms of race, age. dis/ability, im-
migration status, and class). 
In particular, we are critical of the heightened concern, among contemporary 
activist groups, about “security culture” and surveillance. Although resisting 
ever-expanding powers of the state and the prison industrial complex on all 
fronts is vital, many of these cultural practices can alienate potential mem-
bers. What is the relationship among accountability, sustainability and securi-
ty? How do we differently define what makes us feel secure? How do we take 
caution, while not reproducing harm? And what kinds of process might help 
ensure those most vulnerable to the wrath of the state are central to organiz-
ing? To this end, we are not assuming to be experts, but as facilitators for this 
urgent and necessary conversation. 
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Getting Into It: Exploring the agents of and against consent in intimate relationships 

At its most obvious, sexual assault is recognizable- but what about more subtle forms of coercion, or even 
simple confusion? In a society where dominant social narratives infect interpersonal relationships, being able 
to assert and recognize consent is a vital but often overlooked skill. 
Using the participatory techniques of Story Circles and Theater of the Oppressed, we will identify commonali-
ties of consenting experiences as well as non-consenting situations. Participants will leave the workshop with 
experience-based criteria to assess when they are in a non/consenting situation and specific skills in language 
to engender consent in intimate relationships and beyond. 

Building a Radical Queer Network 

This would only be open to people who agree with Bash Back’s Points of Unity and/or other Points that we 
could come up with in the coming months. 
In this we would have a free and open discussion about what that network would look like, how we could 
effectively organize between cities, etc. This would be more of a guided discussion with a facilitator. The goal 
would be to have some sort of radical queer network emerge from the meeting. This would not be a conversa-
tion to get everyone to join Bash Back!. Instead, we would discuss how all of the radical queer projects in the 
country could most effectively work together.
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SLUTTY FEMMES 

UNITE AND TAKE 

OVER

bY cyree 

JOHNSON
i am realizing more and more as i understand my 
own gender better that one of the first thing that 
people notice about me is how little clothing i wear 
on a day to day basis. it is interesting that queer 
groups don’t often view that as a target of gender 
policing. not in the old fashioned, tired as hell, played 
out line “men can take off their shirts in public, mom, 
why can’t i do it too.” although i think that is a part 
of the story.

i am currently at my job, ya know, the library. stack-
ing, shelfing, bitching and moaning being the ma-
jority of my goals for the position, it is good that i 
am usually alone during my shifts. well accept for 
cracked out div III’s and the dreaded imposition of 
the mid spring tour group.

tour groups are the bane of my existence! imagine 
a loose semi-circle of aging hippies mulling around 
stupidly with their over eager spawn touching 
everything in sight and speaking at the top of their 
lungs in a place that they are wholly unfamiliar with. 
as though this sight were not magical enough, there 
is a somewhat disinterested college student at the 
helm of the mob lying through their teeth about 
hampshire’s illustrious amenities.

today as some of my ankle biting future peers me-
andered past in confusion, two of the above men-
tioned aging hippies and one of their crazy Birken-
stock wearing, patchouli bath taking, menstrual 
blood painting kids stopped behind the column in 
front of the desk. in what they assumed *incorrect-
ly* was a whisper they said “the librarian is wearing 
a belly shirt, what a skank.” now, i could have pro-
ceeded to a.) layeth the smack down on their candy 
ass for talking shit their carter era politics would not 
back up. b.) gracefully told them to shut the fuck up 
because they were in a library, imbeciles! c.) cried 
softly to myself and create a desire to change the of-

fending article of clothing. or d.) written about their idiocy in 
my own femmity femme blog.

i chose options b.) and d.) as all of those who know me 
understand i would have.

ever since i was littler i have been called nympho, slut, 
whore, fast and easy. i have coded these insults in tons of 
different ways because of my past.the father of an ex once 
said that i looked like a hooker (wouldn’t be a insult, except 
that he said it as one), and used it to justify the reason that i 
was racially profiled in a restaurant. everyday people use my 
skimpy clothing to justify to touch my body inappropriately, 
feeling my exposed thighs most regularly. when i walk out 
of my house someone invariably tells me to go back in the 
house and put on more clothes. one could ask (and some 
have asked) why i don’t just dress differently, or assume that 
i do so because i seek the sexual attention of others (which 
i think is the reason that most people dress the way they do, 
who in the hell wakes up in the morning and looks in their 
closed like “ what should i wear so that absolutely no one 
wants to fuck me?”) and if they do, they need a self esteem 
implant.

i choose not to dress differently because part of the way 
that i see my gender is tied with sluttyness and skanktivity. 
part of transgressing normativity in femininity is challenging 
arbitrary rules about the amount of clothing needed in order 
to be respectable or worst even the new way to say “bet-
ter than you” empowered. i’m smart, most people who 
know me know that, so why in the fuck can’t i quote plato in 
booty shorts? who decided that i couldn’t and why should i 
listen to that dumbass?

so, slutty skanky femmes unite! let our ample thighs and 
happy round bellies hang out over our tiny shorts. show our 
hairy armpits in a tube top, enjoy your body and your life, 
but white Christ, quit being such a prude.
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I am an octopus
laying low in a
tropical hideout.
I hear the whales and the
sea lions sing.
In the evening 
I arrived on a sailboat,
I asked the wind to let her breath 
pull me towards the shore.
In this hideout my mind’s pressing rewind
and my heart's presses fast forward
But my soul stays in place.
In the sand 
my breathing pores
long for my lungs to be filled
with the earth’s fungus no more.
My pores become weak
as I loose my grip on things
and I start to cry
as my cells divide.
So I press rewind
and my heart travels back in time
to when I was a girl
on a continent
far away from this shore
And I remember the day
my soul had risen from the floors.
Then my mind presses fast forward.
My mind goes blank
as I drift out to sea
I start to sink further
and further.
My mind wakes up
and my pillow is wet.
I wake up thirsty and covered in sweat
My heart's beating fast
and my mind is racing faster,
scared from a nightmare I can remember,
but something is glowing in my chest
and I feel as though
in my bed I am sinking
but I remembered as soon as I started thinking
of the perfect dream
is one of which
I haven't woke from,
I then became relieved
and fell back asleep
and found that I was already awake.

-rachel dubuc

I wonder if
hours lost on planes
end up in a second world where 
blind spots and black holes appear,
déjà vu is everyday,
and reincarnation takes place.
The stuffed animals I was sure
I made magically
disappear
have tea with        
children’s imaginary friends 
that were forgotten when 
their imagination lost its strength.
I remember flying on planes
when i was younger
and always asking my dad
what happened to the hours lost
in the sky.
No matter what he told me
I still believed we were 
traveling through time.

In the second world
I would imagine the grass
growing on top of 
my feet
and my hands
pulling shadows over moonlight.
In the trees,
birds incubate promises
until they hatch
and then the air becomes
so thick and 
impenetrable that
nothing from the outside 
can come inside.
In the second world there is no need to
get depressed,
no need for me to 
feel anxious,
no need for me to worry about
what my mother
thought of my clothes.

I would imagine this place
still locked inside
the tent in my room when I was six
A place where my imaginary friends
did indeed
exist.
And all the stuffed animals
I still believe I made disappear
wait for me there.
-rachel dubuc 24



"hate crime"

By Heart

the first time
i was assaulted
it was a hate crime
i wasn't even out

i found myself
with my head
shoved in my locker
his hand flailing at my crotch

"haircut"

By Heart

i've always resented that everyone assumes that i am gay.
just because i have short hair
and hairy pits,
i stand up for myself,
and wear plaid,
i have self confidence.
none of the determines my identity,
sexual or otherwise.

i stayed in the closet forever on purpose.
not because i was afraid
of rejection
or my safety.
i knew that
everyone would be thrilled.
i just hate that my appearance makes me 
a picture perfect stereotype.

'you fucking dyke'
he whispered
'get the fuck out of here'
he shove me again, harder

then he was gone
sprinting down
the crowded hallway
i didn't even know him

it was years later
that i felt that empty
and shameful again:
when my friend raped me

most days i wish i had come out sooner.
i missed out on a lot of things:
amazing women who i've loved
being proud of myself and my impulses,
being honest-
especially to those who want to be sup-
portive.
i guess it's just i wanted to out myself, not 
to be outted
by my haircut.

“All that I desire to point out is the general principle that life imitates art far more than art imitates life.”
- Oscar Wilde
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Chocolate Blueberry Trotskies
Wet

1 cup Earth Balance
1/2 cup Sugar

1 cup Brown Sugar
2 replaced eggs
1 tsp of Vanilla

Dry
1 tsp cinnamon
1/2 tsp nutmeg

1 tsp baking soda
1/2 tsp salt

2 1/2 cups of flour (if using ashes replace 1 cup of flour with 1 cup of
ashes)

Fold
Blueberries(frozen work well)

Chocolate Chips

Step 1 Unearth enemies of the past as vengeance is the sweetest of all
sweeteners. (See History as examples for enemies)

Step 2 Mix Wet ingredients and Dry ingredients in separate bowls, then
combine the two together.

Step 3 Fold Blueberries and Chocolate chips into the batter.

Step 4 Bake at 350 for 13 minute (I suggest reading towards the queerest
insurrection in those 13 minutes)

Step 5 remove cookies and allow to cool, then package them up in nice
boxes. If using ashes deliver them to those who continue on the legacy of
whom ashes you use. If not using ashes label the cookies as Trotskies and

bring them to your friends to enjoy while celebrating the ingenuity of the
Mexican anarchists.

by
Filth and Glitter

Opening rifts in the concept of time that history created, to finish
battles we lost in the past will make us stronger.


